mission will deliver NASA's largest and most capable rover to the surface of Mars. MSL will explore previously unattainable landing sites due to the implementation of a high precision Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL) system. The parachute decelerator subsystem (PDS) is an integral prut of the EDL system, providing a mass and volume efficient som·ce of aerodynamic drag to decelerate the entty vehicle fi·om Mach 2 to subsonic speeds prior to final propulsive descent to the sutface. The PDS for MSL is a mortru· deployed 19.7m Viking type Disk-Gap-Band (DGB) parachute; chosen to meet the EDL timeline requirements and to utilize the heritage parachute systems from Viking, Mars Pathfinder, Mars Exploration Rover, and Phoenix NASA Mars Lander Programs. The preliminruy design of the parachute soft goods including materials selection, stress analysis, fabrication approach, and development testing will be discussed. The preliminaty design ofmottru· deployment system including mortar system sizing and performance predictions, gas generator design, and development mottru· testing will also be presented.
The Mru·s Science Laboratmy (MSL) is NASA's next mission to Mru·s scheduled to reach the red planet in 2010 with the goal of determining if microbial life can and/or did exist on the planet's surface. MSL will deliver the largest and most capable rover ever developed by NASA enabling in-situ analysis of Mrutian rocks and soil. The Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL) system of MSL will enable access to previously unattainable landing sites up to 2 km above the gravitational equipotential reference smface, up to 60 degrees from the equator, and with a precision of 10 km from the designated smface tru·get [8] . To enable this landing site capability, MSL will expand upon the previous EDL technologies flown by Viking, Mars Pathfinder, and Mars Exploration Rover, as well as pioneer new technologies and architectures such as the sky crane maneuver used to lower the rover to the surface. The parachute decelerator subsystem (PDS) is an integral part of the EDL system, as it provides aerodynamic drag to decelerate the entry vehicle from supersonic to subsonic speeds, provides the required difference in ballistic coefficient for the heatshield separation event, and places the rover in the appropriate initial state for starting powered descent. Derived from Viking heritage, the PDS consists of a mortar-deployed, 19.7 m Disk-Gap-Band (DGB) parachute. This will be the largest parachute to be deployed on Mars. A 19.7m parachute was chosen to provide a closer match to Viking heritage-scaling and trajectory characteristics. Specifically, a 19.7 m parachute limits time above Mach 1.5, maintains the Viking capsule-to-parachute diameter relationship, decreases the on-chute ballistic coefficient, and provides the required timeline and altitude margins to complete the EDL sequence.
The MSL parachute system will deploy at Mach 2.2 at a dynamic pressure of 650 Pa [8] . Its supersonic trajectory is similar to that of Viking BLDT AVl and AV4, enabling direct comparison of BLDT flight tests for the determination of drag and peak inflation load. The parachute spends approximately 5 seconds above Mach 1.5, a flow regime observed in previous flight tests to induce significant parachute fabric dynamics including collapse and re-inflation of the canopy. This will be discussed further in section 5. 
PARACHUTE SYSTEM

Figure 2 MSL Canopy Schematic
A low mass and profile titanium link, similar to the MER design, attaches the suspension line riser leg interface to the multi bridle [ 4] . The multi bridle consists of three legs of 7 ply Kevlar webbing designed to withstand the peak inflation load in a single leg. The multi bridle connects to the parachute support structure ring ( Figure 2 ) providing an efficient load transfer to the spacecraft and decoupling the peak inflation load from the mortar canister.
The sabot capture bag assembly is similar to that developed during the MER and Phoenix programs [4] . Its primary function is to captw·e the sabot after mottar fire, to prevent it from damaging the canopy. It is also used to retain the parachute pack during exposw·e to launch vibration loads. The assembly differs from those previously developed in that is not integrated to the multi bridle. It is directly connected to the mottar canister with a three pin intetface at the tope of the canister. Figure 3 . Mortar canister in parachute support structure ring.
MORTAR DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM
The purpose of the mottar deployment system (MDS) is to eject the parachute pack at a specific ejection velocity to enable successful bag strip and line stretch without line tangling or damage to the parachute pack. The mortar reaction load, a compressive load, must also be within a range acceptable to intetfacing spacecraft stmctw·e. The MSL mottar deployment system (NIDS) is similar in design and function to that developed for MPF, MER and Phoenix Mars programs [4] . The mottars is a blow down devices, as there is no active flow rate control and most of the propellant is bumed within the gas generator prior to release into the mottar. A blow down system was chosen for its consistent petformance over a wide range of temperatures, simplicity of design and testing, and heritage use on the MPF, IVIER, and Phoenix.
The MDS consists of the mottar canister, gas generator, sabot, and cover. The mottar canister is a 0.5 m by 1 m three-piece aluminum weldment with a machined flange at the top to connect to the parachute support structure ring and opening at the bottom to connect the gas generator (GG). The parachute pack sits inside the mottar canister on top of the sabot. The triple bridle is not connected to the canister, as is previois Mars programs, enabling a low mass and simple design. The parachute pack is pressure packed inside a Teflon lined aluminized Kevlar deployment bag lined with Teflon fabric. The GG consists of a two-piece, 3 stainless steel, hetmetically sealed pressure vessel. A propellant cartridge is housed with the GG that is lit by two NASA standard initiators at the base. The GG utilizes WC 231 ball powder to provide the required charge to meet he ejection velocity requirements. The propellant leaves the gas generator via four constant area orifices. Prior to mortar fire, the orifices are covered by brazed on burst disks. At mortar fire these disks are mptured. Figure 4 . Gas Generator
Brazed-On Burst D1sc
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QUALIFICATION PROGRAM
As deployment conditions on Mars are characterized by low atmospheric pressure at supersonic speeds, traditional low altitude end to end drop testing cannot be used to qualifY a parachute system for Mars deployment. The prohibitive cost of high-altitude testing therefore requires the use of heritage or low altitude and ground based tests programs to simulate the different aspects of parachute. It is convenient to subdivide the qualification of parachute systems into distinct areas that can be individually verified by test, analysis, and/or heritage [3] . The five areas of qualification used to subdivide the MSL parachute qualification program are as follows: Each of these areas will be addressed as they pettain to the MSL qualification program below.
Deployment
The success criteria for mottar deployment is to successfully eject parachute pack in the required ejection velocity range over the range of environmental conditions expected at deployment within the allowable reaction load to the spacecraft intetface. The sabot shall be captured, successful bag strip, parachute unpacking, and line stretch shall occur without line tangling or damage to the parachute.
The MSL approach for deployment qualification is three fold. Functional deployment tests with a hydraulic mortar are perfotmed to demonstrate the orderly deployment process ft·om bag strip to line stretch. Ground based static fire tests of the :MDS with a flight like packed parachute are used to demonstrate the GG petfotmance, ejection velocity range, pack ejection, stmctural integrity of :MDS, sabot capture, and ordet·ly deployment ft·om the deployment bag. The mottar static firings are done undet· purge and over the temperature range expected at deployment on Mars. Full scale wind tunnel testing is used to provide an end to end test of the parachute system from mortar fire to parachute inflation. In these tests, the GGs are under loaded to account for the air in the mortar which is combustible.
This test approach was used on the MPF, MER programs which wet·e successfully deployed on Mars. The risks due to deviation ft·om actual mars deployment include gravitational and extemal atmospheric density differences but both of these have negligible effect on mottar petformance
Initial Inflation
Initial inflation is defined as the time period ft·om line stretch to full open. The success criteria for initial inflation qualification is to fully inflate the parachute without damage to it As inflation is highly dependent on aet·odynamics dw·ing deployment (due to capsule wake, dynamics and atmosphet·ic propetties) it is not possible to demonstrate initial inflation without a high altitude supersonic test. 
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_ e NASA·TM·X-1924 In terms of a test program the MSL parachute will be inflated in the NF AC 80x120 wind tunnel and during low altitude drop tests, but the subsonic environment and inflation time is dramatically different.
Inflation Strength
The success criteria for inflation strength qualification is to withstand the initial peak inflation load and subsequent loading due to supersonic parachute dynamics (area oscillations). The MSL approach for the initial inflation strength qualification is full scale subsonic strength testing at the National Full Scale Aerodynamics Complex (NF AC) 80x120 wind tunnel. As a wind tunnel is able to simulate the infinite mass inflation environment, this test subjected the canopy to a controlled load at the fully inflated condition. This test approach was successfully used for the MER parachute program. Although the MSL parachute is relatively large relative to the size of the test section, CFD simulations of the parachute test indicate that the rectangular test section does not induce an asymmetrical pressure distribution on the canopy. The MSL approach for repeated loading strength qualification is to subject the canopy to repeated loading in the NF AC test facility. The parachute will have a reefing line installed enabling it to be reefed between cycles enabling a controlled exposure in the subsequent cycle. The parachute will be subjected to 10 cycles at the peak inflation load. This reefing approach was successfully used on MER in the 80x120 wind tunnel during development testing of the parachute system.
The primary limitation associated with using a subsonic test for strength qualification is the inability to replicate canopycanopy or canopy-line interactions not recreated in subsonic conditions.
Figure 6. Parachute Testing at the NFAC 80x120 Wind
Tunnel.
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Supersonic Performance
The success criteria for supersonic performance qualification is to provide predicted drag performance and stability over MSL supersonic trajectory. The MSL approach for qualification is to rely on the existing heritage data set. The drag as a function of Mach number for the Viking scaled DG B has been well defined in supersonic subscale wind tunnels tests [Reichenau] and the Viking BLDT test program [A Vl and A V 4]. These drag coefficient measurements are compiled into a database and used in Monte Carlo MSL trajectory simulations to ensure that the parachute provides the require drag performance for the EDL timeline [5] .
Subsonic Performance
Similar to supersonic performance, the success criteria for subsonic performance qualification is to provide the required drag and stability over the MSL subsonic trajectory. Drag as a function of Mach number has been well defined in subscale wind tunnel test programs and Viking test data. The drag coefficient as a function of Mach number are also used in the MSL Monte Carlo trajectory simulations. The Mach efficiency factor (MEF) curve used
MEF
for MSL is shown in Figure 7 . 
SUPERSONIC DELTA QUALIFICATION
A 19.7m DGB was chosen to meet the EDL timeline requirements and also to provide the closest geometric scale, aerodynamic and trajectory similarity to the existing Viking Balloon Launched Decelerator Test (BLDT) qualification program. The BLDT program qualified a 16.1m Viking DGB parachute system over a range of supersonic deployment conditions up to and including the deployment conditions of the MSL PDS. All previous NASA Mars missions since Viking have deployed DGB parachutes smaller than 16.1 m and have utilized a heritage by similarity to Viking BLDT for their respective supersonic qualification. The MSL parachute will deploy at the upper Mach limit demonstrated by the BLDT, for a longer period of time, and is 22% larger. In addition, a canopy breathing phenomenon (area oscillations) exhibited by DGB parachutes of all sizes, at or above Mach 1.5 operation, has observationally been shown to effect drag performance and canopy loading. To reduce risk to the PDS , MSL has embarked on a multi-phase delta qualification by analysis and subscale supersonic wind tunnel test program to address the fundamental physics of the supersonic operation ofDGB parachutes as a functi on of Mach number, parachute size, and capsule wake interaction. The first phase is computational fluid dynamics (CFD) of a 2% scale rigid parachute canopy and capsule validated by a 2% scale wind tunnel test of the rigid configuration over the MSL Mach and Re number deployment range in the AMES 9x7 ft. unitary tunnel. Phase two is fluid sttucture interaction (FSI) analysis of a flexible canopy with capsule validated by 5% scale wind tunnel tests over the MSL deployment Mach andRe range in the GRC 10x10 ft. unitary tunnel. The final phase is the application of the validated FSI tools to the prediction of the full scale parachute performance in Mars type deployment conditions providing predictions of supersonic drag perf01mance, stability, and canopy loading. These will be discussed in more detail below.
CFD cmd FSI Analyses
Several computational efforts are being undertaken in to enable a physical understanding of the flow field and parachute dynamics response. In the first phase computational fluid dynamics simulations utilizing the US3D code by Dr. Gaham Candler at the University of Minnesota was used to model the flow field around a full scale rigid representation of the MSL parachute with capsule. A lthough a rigid bodies cannot be deformed by the variations in pressure as a flexible parachute can, the simulations did predicted highly unsteady but cyclical flow field ( Figure 8 ). The simulations indicate that the cyclic nature of the flow is due to the unsteady subsonic flow from the capsule wake inducing oscillations of the parachutes bow shock. This resulted in highly variable pressure distribution within the parachute canopy and periodic pressure reversals in the band region. Pressure reversals are representative of potential canopy infolds if the body were flexible or a fab1ic. Although these initial results are encouraging and aerodynamically sound they need to be validated quantitatively by experiment before they can be used as a predict tool for the MSL parachute. Therefore an experiment of a 2. 7% scale rigid MSL parachute with capsule is underway to obtain time and spatially resolved measurement of velocity in the capsule wake and parachute bow shock region as well as pressure distributions and drag inside the canopy. 3. High speed pressure transducers -the rigid canopy is equipped with multiple high speed pressure transducers to measure the internal and external pressure inion the canopy at discrete spatial locations. These time resolved measurements will be compared to predictions for pressure in these same locations.
4. Schlieren-Interferometric video of the parachute bow shock oscillation frequency and standoff distance to compare to CFD simulations of the experiment.
Figure 9. AMES 9x7 Test Configuration
The second test program is a 5% scale flexible parachute with MSL capsule in the NASA GRC 10x10 variable pressure Unitary tunnel to validate the FSI codes under development. As with the 9x7 test, test conditions are set to match the Mach and Reynold's number of the anticipated Mars deployment conditions. The parachute will be tested in laterally constrained and unconstrained. configurations Parachute constraint will be accomplished via a bushing through the apex of the canopy and increasing vent area to account for bushing blockage, similar to the approach used during the :MER TDT tests [7] . This test will use PIV and Schlieren to measure the parachute bow shock oscillation, as well as load cell measurements of time resolved drag. The test will also use 3D photgrammetry to provide a quantitative measure of the parachute fabric motion in space and time allowing determination of fabric stress.
CONCLUSIONS
The Mars Science laboratory Parachute Decelerator System is a key component of the EDL system. It will be the largest extraterrestrial parachute ever flown and is to be deployed a a Mach number in excess of any previous Mars Lander. The 7 parachute development effort will also expand upon the existing design and construction techniques developed for :MER and Phoenix parachute programs. The qualification program will develop and validate new computational design tools that will improve upon the understanding of parachutes in supersonic flight and aid in the qualification MSL and future parachute systems for planetary exploration.
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